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“Highly informative and entertaining…propels the reader light years beyond dull textbooks and
Gone with the Wind.”—San Francisco ChronicleIt has been 150 years since the opening salvo of
America’s War Between the States. New York Times bestselling author Ken Davis tells us
everything we never knew about our nation’s bloodiest conflict in Don’t Know Much About ® the
Civil War—another fascinating and fun installment in his acclaimed series.

"A great gift for anyone who wants to get a grip on the Civil War." -- --Orlando Sentinel"Lively and
relevant." -- --USA Today --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Historian Kenneth C. Davis brings his remarkable ability for making the past vital and
entertaining to this in-depth study of the United States' bloodiest conflict. Not content to rehash
the one-dimensional accounts that traditional history textbooks have foisted upon students,
Davis reexamines with a fresh, critical eye the situations leading up to and the key events that
shaped the Civil War. He begins by reaching back to the earliest days of American history to
understand the political, economic, and social conditions that allowed a nation founded upon the
notion that "all men are created equal" to enslave and degrade 12 million human souls. In his
detailed account of the war's battles and political power struggles, he introduces us to the
personalities--from Abraham Lincoln, General Robert E. Lee, and Frederick Douglas to common
soldiers and war widows--whose vision, compromises, determination, and powerlessness
together made history. Davis also brings to light little-known facts and episodes that for
generations were ignored or swept under the rug of the American conscience--including the role
of women in the war effort and the massacre of blacks at the hands of Union civilians. All
Americans would do well to take a new look at this period of history that "shaped the country's
political landscape like the great glaciers had once carved America" because, as Davis explains,
its effects linger today. "The Civil War," he says, "remains at the core of our greatest national
problem: the great racial divide that grew from slavery." Few programs speak with such
intelligence and eloquence about how far the United States has come in terms of what the war
taught--and how far it still has to go. (Running time: six hours, four cassettes) --Uma Kukathas --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorKenneth C. Davis is the
New York Times bestselling author of A Nation Rising; America's Hidden History; and Don't
Know Much About® History, which spent thirty-five consecutive weeks on the New York Times
bestseller list, sold more than 1.6 million copies, and gave rise to his phenomenal Don't Know
Much About® series for adults and children. A resident of New York City and Dorset, Vermont,
Davis frequently appears on national television and radio and has been a commentator on
NPR's All Things Considered. He blogs regularly at www.dontknowmuch.com.--This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back CoverWhy did Lincoln sneak



into Washington for his inauguration? Why did Robert E. Lee resign from the U.S. Army? Whom
did the Emancipation Proclamation emancipate? Did General Sherman really say "War is Hell"?
What was the Richmond Bread Riot? What did the Confederate soldiers come home to find?If
you can't answer most of these questions, you're not alone. Millions of Americans, bored by dull
textbooks are in the dark about the most significant event in our history. Too many others thought
they learned it all from Gone With the Wind.Now Kenneth C. Davis sheds light on these and
other questions about America's greatest conflict. His Don't Know Much About History, a New
York Times best-seller for more that thirty weeks, and Don't Know Much About Geography have
combined sales of more than 1.5 million copies. All those who dozed through class will find that
Davis has a genius for bringing history to life and helping them understand and enjoy the
subjects they "Don't Know Much About."With his deft wit and unconventional style, Davis sorts
out the players, the politics, and the key events--Harpers Ferry, Shiloh, Gettysburg,
Emancipation, Reconstruction. Drawing on the moving eyewitness accounts of the people who
lived through the war, he brings the reader into the world of the ordinary men and women who
made history--the human side of the story that the textbooks never tell.--This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From School Library JournalGrade 7 Up-Kenneth C. Davis
provides listeners with everything they need to know about the Civil War.Copyright 1998 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library
JournalDavis (Don't Know Much About Geography, LJ 9/15/92) states in this new addition to his
series that too many Americans understand little or nothing about the Civil War. This may well be
true, but his book is not necessarily the solution. On the plus side, Davis offers quotes from the
participants of the war and includes chronologies. On the minus side, he takes a simplistic
approach to the war's origins (there is nothing regarding the issue of tariffs, for example). He
explodes some myths about the Civil War but perpetuates others. While his work does have
some merit, a better choice like Curt Anders's Hearts in Conflict (LJ 5/1/94) would provide a
superior introduction to the Civil War.?Robert A. Curtis, Taylor Memorial P.L., Cuyahoga Falls,
OhioCopyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the Inside Flapleading cause of death among Civil War soldiers?
Why did Robert E. Lee resign from the U.S. army? Which group was exempt from the
Confederate draft? Whom did the Emancipation Proclamation emancipate? Was the Gettysburg
Address truly written on the back of an envelope? Did General Sherman really say, "War is
Hell?"If you can't answer most of these questions, you're not alone. Millions of Americans, bored
by dull textbooks, are in the dark about the most significant event in American history. Too many
others thought they learned it all from Gone With the Wind.Bestselling author Kenneth C. Davis
sheds light on these and other questions about America's greatest conflict in this fascinating
program, providing listeners with everything they "need to know" about the Civil War. With his
deft wit and unconventional style, Davis sorts out the players, the politics, and the key events.
Drawing on moving eyewitness accounts of the people who lived thro --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistA poll last year revealed abysmal historical



amnesia among high-schoolers. Most didn't know in which half of the nineteenth century the
Civil War occurred, much less have a clue to what the conflict was about. Remedying such
historical ignorance is Davis' bread and butter, and perhaps his third title in the Don't Know
Much series can persuade know-nothings that the Civil War was a Really Big Deal. Preempting
their complaint that history is boring, Davis copiously quotes "voices" verbatim, presuming such
humanizing will interest students. Yet reprinting long excerpts by Frederick Douglass, and others,
exacts a cost in narrative fluidity. Also, reading pace breaks up as chronologies repeatedly pop
up, equaled by interjected Q & A's, such as "Who Was the Little Napoleon?" or "Why Did
Jefferson Own Slaves?" As quiz book and almanac, Davis' work at least points the intrigued
neophyte toward facts and a bibliography of the best Civil War books, but it has limited power to
energize those unconcerned about the topic. Gilbert Taylor --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileThe author's contention that slavery was the cause of the
war (it takes up a quarter of this work) is rather simplistic. By minimizing the many other causes
of this national tragedy, Davis does a great disservice to those he wishes to inform. The
arrangement is in a question-and-answer format with apparently adolescent voices asking the
questions and at least two anonymous adults answering. The readers are all easy to understand
and follow. Indeed, they take this often dry and occasionally cynical text farther than it deserves.
M.T.F. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read
more
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The Civil WarEVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT AMERICA'S GREATEST
CONFLICT BUT NEVER LEARNEDKenneth C. DavisCONTENTSEpigraphIntroductionChapter
1"The Wolf by the Ears"Chapter 2"Fire-bell in the Night"Chapter 3"The Edge of the
Precipice"Chapter 41861: "In Dixie Land, I'll Take My Stand"Chapter 51862: "Let Us Die to Make
Men Free"Chapter 61863: "The Great Task Remaining"Chapter 71864-1865: "All the Force
Possible..."Chapter 8AftermathAfterwordAppendicesI. Declaration of Independence • II.
American Presidents from Andrew Jackson to William McKinley • III. Dred Scott Decision • IV.
Lincoln's First Inaugural Address • V. "The Blue and the Gray" at a Glance • VI. The
Emancipation Proclamation • VII. The Gettysburg Address • VIII. Lincoln's Second Inaugural
Address • IX. 13th Amendment to the Constitution • X. 14th Amendment to the Constitution • XI.
15th Amendment to the Constitution • XII. The Civil Rights Act of 1875BibliographySearchable
ItemsAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorBooks by Kenneth C. DavisCreditsCopyrightAbout the
PublisherIt is well that war is so terrible; else we should grow too fond of it.—GENERAL
ROBERT E. LEEWar is at best barbarism…. Its glory is all moonshine. It is only those who have
neither fired a shot, nor heard the shrieks and groans of the wounded who cry aloud for blood,
more vengeance, more desolation.—GENERAL WILLIAM T. SHERMANIf I were to speak of war,
it would not be to show you the glories of conquering armies but the mischief and misery they
strew in their tracks; and how, while they marched on with tread of iron and plumes proudly
tossing in the breeze, some one must follow closely in their steps, crouching to the earth, toiling
in the rain and darkness, shelterless themselves, with no thought of pride or glory, fame or
praise, or reward; hearts breaking with pity, faces bathed in tears and hands in blood. This is the
side which history never shows.—CLARA BARTONIntroduction“Oh, I'm so interested in the Civil
War. I have been ever since I read Gone With the Wind!”I have lost count of the number of
people who told me that while I was writing this book. Unfortunately, it seems that a great many
Americans owe their understanding of the central event in our history to a sixty-year-old piece of
fiction.“Frankly, my dear,” this notion terrifies me. It suggests that legions of Miss Mitchell's
readers know as much about the Civil War as Scarlett O'Hara's slave Prissy knew about “birthing
babies.” It means that millions of people's notions of the Civil War era and slavery were shaped
by a book in which all the white folks speak the King's English and slaves sound like
this:“Runned away? No'm, us ain' runned away. Dey done sont an' tuck us, kase us wuz de fo'
bigges' an' stronges' han's at Tara…. Dey specially sont fer me, kase Ah could sing so
good.”Perhaps their views of plantation life derive from this Pulitzer Prize-winning description of
an idyllic Georgia barbecue: “Over behind the barns there was always another barbecue pit,
where the house servants and the coachmen and maids of the guests had their own feast of
hoecakes and yams and chitterlings, that dish of hog entrails so dear to negro hearts, and, in
season, watermelons enough to satiate.”But maybe it wasn't Margaret Mitchell's prose and
views on the war and slaves that did the trick. Perhaps they were among those Americans who



learned about the Civil War this way: “Slavery died out in the North because it was expensive
and inefficient. The African was too recently removed from his tropical home to endure the harsh
winters, and even on a farm his labor did not pay for itself. There was no time to train his primitive
fingers to perform all the varied tasks required of a Yankee handyman.” (Emphasis added.)Does
that sound like 1859 plantation propaganda? It actually comes from a 1959 McGraw-Hill
textbook called The War Between the States.For a long time, I thought that Margaret Mitchell's
famous novel was to blame for the obsession that so many Americans have with the Civil War
period. I assumed that Gone With the Wind—still this country's most beloved book and movie—
made us a nation consumed by a devastating war.And consumed we are.* Early in 1995, a man
was killed in a parking lot after an argument that started over a Confederate flag hanging in the
back of the dead man's pickup. This incident occurred not long after Virginia's hotly contested
1994 Senate race, in which Republican candidate Oliver North supported those who wish to
retain the Confederate flag as an emblem in several southern state flags. It was another skirmish
in an emotional war between those who see the “stars and bars” as an offensive racist symbol
and those who honor it as a symbol of their heritage.* Discussing affirmative action policies in
1995, Republican Senator Robert Dole questioned whether “future generations should have to
pay” for slavery. Said Dole, “Some would say yes. I think it's a tough question.”* In June 1995
the Southern Baptists, who had split from the Baptist Church in 1845 over the issue of
slaveowners becoming missionaries, apologized to African Americans for the sin of slavery.* In
1994 the heavily armed Disney divisions were outflanked in their attempt to build an American
history theme park and real estate development near the site of a major Civil War battlefield. In
the Third Battle of Bull Run, the Fightin' Mouseketeers, holding their banners “High, High, High,”
were routed by a regiment of guerrilla historians and roving bands of historical
preservationists.* In Richmond, a bitter dispute ran along racial lines in 1995 over the
placement of a statue honoring Arthur Ashe, the late tennis star and a native of the Virginia
capital. Some traditionalists—who happened to be white—didn't think a statue honoring a tennis
player—who happened to be black—belonged with monuments to the heroes of the
Confederacy, Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson. Richmond's blacks objected because the
young tennis star wasn't welcome in that section of the city in the segregated days of his youth,
when he was unable to play on public courts. After an ugly controversy, the statue was unveiled
on Monument Drive.* Two historians recently requested court permission to remove John
Wilkes Booth's body from the Booth family plot in a Baltimore cemetery. They suggested that the
body is not Booth's and that Lincoln's assassin might have actually escaped. (Quick. Call Oliver
Stone!)* A mock slave auction, reenacted in 1994 at Williamsburg, Virginia, set off a protest by
African Americans, who thought the drama was degrading and too painful to repeat.* In the
Republican Congress elected in 1994, there was a concerted move to return certain powers to
the states. About the same time, the Supreme Court issued several decisions questioning the
extent of federal powers. The “states' rights” tune is on the Hit Parade once more.And you
thought the Civil War was over.Back in 1970, I spent the summer in Wilmington, North Carolina,



tutoring children under the auspices of a historic black church that had been a station on the
Underground Railroad. A young New Yorker who had never been in the South, I got my first
surprise from a highway billboard: THE KU KLUX KLAN WELCOMES YOU.My next dose of
culture shock came when we took a group of black children on their first trip to the ocean.
Several young men who preferred the days when the beaches were closed to blacks screamed
ugly racial epithets at the children. My third eye-opener came during a trip to a prominent “white”
church to hear its magnificent pipe organ. As the black children settled into the pews, an older
member of the church stormed down the aisle. His face purple with anger, this good Christian
man furiously demanded, “What are these”—the N word was on the tip of his tongue, but he
caught himself and spit out—“people doing here?”I, too, had thought the Civil War was over.The
Civil War lives on. In American politics. In our social consciousness. In popular memory.
America's favorite movie hero of 1994, Forrest Gump, was named after a slave-trading
Confederate general who was responsible for the massacre of black soldiers and helped found
the Ku Klux Klan. A four-hour movie about the Battle of Gettysburg made a best-seller out of The
Killer Angels, the novel on which the film was based. Gettysburg remains the most visited
historic site in America outside Washington, D.C. In 1995 plans were announced for a
multimillion-dollar museum on the site of Georgia's notorious Andersonville Prison. Dedicated to
the prisoners of all wars, the museum will focus on the thousands of Union prisoners who were
held and died there. And tens of thousands of “reenactors” keep this history alive by donning
Civil War uniforms and recreating the battles of the war.A sense of romanticism was present
from the war's outset. Mark Twain once said that there was a Civil War because Southerners
read too much Sir Walter Scott, the nineteenth-century author of Ivanhoe (1820). Twain meant
that all of Scott's notions of chivalry, courtly love, and honor clung fast in the planter's world and
had a great deal to do with the ill-fated Confederate “Cause.”Obviously, it was far more complex
than that. But in thinking about the Civil War at the end of the twentieth century, it's important to
remember the vast difference between our modern cultural attitudes and those of Americans in
1860. It was a far more romantic and patriotic age. The country was younger and emotionally
closer to its founding. The ideals of the American Revolution were stronger, more palpable.
Many men who fought in the Civil War were direct descendants of veterans of George
Washington's army, and their grandfathers' swords hung over the fireplace. On both sides of the
conflict, they saw themselves as guardians of the Revolutionary spirit, custodians of liberty. The
very idea of the United States was still new, and an American identity had not yet been forged.
Certainly, our modern cynicism did not yet exist. War was still glorious and heroic and offered
boys one of the few opportunities to escape the routine of the farm. Before the Civil War, warfare
was not as horrifying as we have come to view it today. The Civil War, the first “modern” war, had
a lot to do with changing people's minds about the “glory” of war.Even today, that sense of glory
is part of the Civil War's tug. For me, it began in 1963, on a family camping trip to Gettysburg
during the hundredth anniversary of the battle there. I still have my souvenir from that trip—a
wooden pistol with the battle dates printed on the barrel: July 1, 2, 3, 1863. But more important is



the recollection of Gettysburg that was permanently seared in my memory. To walk those green
fields, climb the hills, squeeze into the narrow crevices in the rocks of Devil's Den, and feel the
summer heat in the Peach Orchard is to touch history.Many Americans share a fascination for
the Civil War's supposed glory: a deep, passionate interest in a war that split the country, pitted
families and former comrades against one another, and left lingering wounds for decades. No
other period in our history has generated so many books—histories, biographies of the
legendary and the infamous, guides to battle sites, genealogies, almanacs, battlefield atlases,
diaries of generals, infantrymen, slaves, and plantation owners. One recent book even dealt with
sex in the Civil War! The list goes on without signs of slowing. Add the magazines devoted to the
war, videotaped tours of battlefields and reenactments of the battles themselves along with
board games, puzzles, and computer software that allow people to “relive” the “War Between the
States” and you have evidence of a popular obsession that defies the notion thatAmericans
aren't interested in history. But this intense fascination has also obscured the horrors of the war—
the lives lost, the economic devastation, and the long-lasting effects of the Civil War on
American politics, society, and life.There was nothing civil about the Civil War.It was a long,
bloody, murderous affair. The fighting left more than 620,000 American soldiers dead and
hundreds of thousands more crippled and maimed. As many as 50,000 civilians in the
Confederacy may have died. It wreaked utter havoc on a good portion of the South—a scourge
of economic devastation from which it took decades to recover. It left even deeper wounds on
the national psyche.For more than 130 years, writers, historians, sociologists, novelists, and
poets have attempted to explain the Civil War in military, economic, social, and political terms.
But the roots of this terrible war are still misunderstood by too many Americans. And there are all
those who still know nothing at all. For in spite of all that has been said and written, far too many
Americans still don't have a basic grasp of the Civil War, the central act in the drama of this
nation. Much attention has recently been paid to the shocking deficits in American schooling and
particularly in our knowledge of our nation's history. We are, as New York Times columnist Bob
Herbert recently put it, “a nation of nitwits” when it comes to understanding our past. That is why,
even with so many books already lining the shelves, here is another Civil War book.The chief
reason so many of us don't know and don't care about history—and the Civil War in particular—
is plain boredom. Let's face it. Most of our schoolbooks were dull, dreary collections of dates
and facts. A young woman, interested in my earlier book Don't Know Much About® History,
asked me, “It's not just a bunch of battles, is it?” She is not alone. Many readers have dozed off
under the influence of the weighty textbook histories, with their armies sweeping across flanks
and wheeling to outmaneuver an enemy. Too many Civil War books look at the war with the
clinical detachment of a description of a chess match or the official scorer's account of a
baseball game.Instead, I have tried to give the Civil War a human face while defining the
essence of what the war was about and how it affected America. In Don't Know Much About®
History and Don't Know Much About® Geography, I tried to humanize these subjects, so often
viewed as boring, by showing that the participants in history were real people with human



qualities. While even I confess it is tough to make “nullification” sound like fun, textbooks that
emphasize facts over understanding have drained the lifeblood from history. I have tried to
present the historical icons—Lincoln, Lee, Grant, Sherman, Frederick Douglass—as people.
Like all of history, the Civil War was about people. And for every story of heroism, there is one of
cowardice. For every example of sacrifice and devotion to duty, there are stories of corruption,
money-grubbing, ambition, and double-dealing. But these tales remind us that the Civil War
happened to real people. It's not just a bunch of dates and battles and speeches.This is where
even the most ardent Civil War buff will find what I call the hidden history of the period. Students
of the Civil War may know every strategic detail about Gettysburg and what went wrong for the
Confederates. They may not know that Robert E. Lee was suffering from severe diarrhea. Did
this ailment, which was actually the leading killer of the Civil War affect Lee's judgment at this
crucial moment? Is it widely known that disease was responsible for twice as many deaths as
battle wounds? Do people know that Ulysses Grant once expelled all the Jews from the territory
he commanded? Or that a wartime riot in New York City by Irish workingmen left 150 people
dead and was far more savage than the recent riots in Los Angeles? Have they heard of the
atrocities committed on both sides of the war, especially in Kansas, where civilians were
murdered without remorse?This touches on another reason for this book: the Civil War has been
the spawning ground for many myths—old ones that often die hard. But new ones come along
all the time. This is particularly true during the current debate over the study of American history.
The grievous oversights and misguided teachings of the past—especially as they relate to
blacks, women, and Native Americans—need to be addressed. For instance, during my school
days in the 1960s, I never read the works of Frederick Douglass and heard precious little about
him; never heard of Fort Pillow, where surrendering black soldiers were murdered by
Confederate troops; and never learned about the exploits of the black troops depicted in the film
Glory. We never heard about what half the country—the female half—was doing while the men
were off fighting. In fact, the women were running the farms, taking jobs, or following their men
into battle and nursing them. We did hear about the millions of immigrants who came to America
during the war and were conscripted for service in a war they didn't understand. Sadly, we didn't
hear the other side of the story—about the estimated one in twenty immigrant women who were
forced into prostitution.Of course, problems arise when revisionists play as fast and loose with
the facts as the old historians did. There is little good in history standards that include the
legendary escaped slave Harriet Tubman and pioneer feminists at the expense of George
Washington or Robert E. Lee. That simply trades one deficient mythology for another. So my
interest isn't in a “politically correct” view of the Civil War but one that is historically accurate.Like
most conflicts in history, the Civil War was essentially a struggle for power, which comes in many
forms. These happen all the time in every level of life. In 1994 and 1995 Americans watched a
power struggle that produced a seemingly unthinkable baseball strike and the cancellation of the
World Series, which had previously survived two world wars and an earthquake. (While on the
subject of the Civil War, baseball, and myths, let's get rid of the Abner Doubleday story once and



for all. A Civil War general—and ancestor of the current owner of the New York Mets—Abner
Doubleday did not invent baseball.) In a power struggle like this, what seems like a good idea on
both sides goes downhill fast, like a child on a sled. Knowing he's going too fast, the child panics
but then realizes there are no brakes.The Civil War was no baseball strike. But there are parallels
in the way these conflicts played out. Positions were staked out, leaving no room for retreat. Any
sign of compromise was taken as a sign of weakness. Intractable, the two sides ride the
brakeless sled. Before the Civil War, the two sides had marked their territory in a quest for power
and were unwilling to budge in spite of the consequences. Once the sled was going downhill, it
was impossible to stop.The runaway sled in American history was slavery, and it is necessary to
examine it to understand the power struggle that made the Civil War. For hundreds of years in
America, slavery represented power, power over another human being. But far beyond that
slavery meant economic, cultural, and political power.When I was in school in the sixties, I recall
that it became fashionable to say that the Civil War was not about slavery. Instead, “The War of
Northern Aggression” was brought on by other issues, such as “states' rights,” “nullification,” and
“preservation of the the Union.” There are still people who cling to the idea that the Civil War was
not fought over slavery. They criticize such modern historians as James M. McPherson or the
documentary filmmakers Ric and Ken Burns as “neoabolitionists.” These critics often point to the
fact that soldiers on both sides were fighting neither to free the slaves nor defend slavery.
Clearly, many Union men, like General William T. Sherman, had no argument with slavery and
were downright racist in their attitudes. But this argument confuses two issues. The many
reasons why men fought in the Civil War do not explain why there was a Civil War. A lot of young
men picked up weapons back then for the same reasons that young men have gone to war for
centuries—adventure, glory, duty, manhood, or “three squares” and a paycheck. Yes, many of
those young men serving in the Civil War were not fighting for or against slavery, just as many of
the young Americans who enlisted after Pearl Harbor didn't go to save the Jews from the
Holocaust, rescue democracy in Europe, or save Asia from Japanese control. As most men on
both sides saw it, their homeland had been attacked. “God and country” called and they
answered.Even so, the Civil War was clearly a war fought because of African slavery. All the
other justifications come down to political differences, reflecting the social and cultural gulf
between the free and slave states that might have been bridged if not for the deeply divisive
issue of slavery. One way to approach this issue is to turn the question around: Without the
division slavery caused, would the Confederate states still have left the Union?Finally, the
question of slavery raises what I think is the most important reason for this book. The Civil War
never really ended. More than 130 years after the guns were silenced, we're still fighting over
race in America, a dangerous fault line that threatens to split the country. It is clear that this deep-
seated racial chasm is the most pernicious legacy of America's slave past and the Civil War.
Until we all understand that chasm and how it has been part of the American experience since
colonial times, this country will never heal the wounds, get over them, and move on.*Author's
Note: The word nigger is an offensive vulgarity. And in the current age of “political correctness,” it



has become unfashionable to even mention such a word or teach a classic like Twain's
Huckleberry Finn because of its use in that book. However, nigger is frequently used here in its
historical context. I apologize to those who find its use painful or take offense.chapter one“The
Wolf by the Ears”As God Himself hath set them over you here in the nature of his stewards or
overseers, He expects you will do everything for them, as you do for Himself: That you must be
obedient and subject to them in all things, and do whatever they order you to do.—THOMAS
BACON“SERMON TO NEGRO SLAVES” (1743)We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights,
that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.—THOMAS
JEFFERSONDECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE (1776)How is it that we hear the loudest
yelps for libertyfrom the drivers of Negroes?—SAMUEL JOHNSON (1775)* Who Brought
Slavery to America?* What's the Difference Between a Servant and a Slave?* What Was the
Triangle Trade?* What Was the Middle Passage?* What Was the Stono Rebellion?* If Jefferson
Believed What He Wrote, Why Did He Keep Slaves?* What Did the Constitution Say About
Slavery?Early in April 1865 Charles Coffin, a correspondent for the Boston Journal, witnessed
an extraordinary occurrence. Having reported on the Civil War from the earliest days, he had
observed many significant events, from the First Battle of Bull Run four years earlier through
Grant's final campaign in Virginia in 1865. Now he was present at the capture of Richmond and
the arrival of President Abraham Lincoln in the fallen Confederate capital. Coffin recounted:No
carriage was to be had, so the President, leading his son, walked to General Weitzels'
headquarters—Jeff Davis's mansion…. The walk was long and the President halted a moment
to rest.“May de good Lord bless you, President Linkum!” said an old Negro, removing his hat and
bowing, with tears of joy rolling down his cheeks.The President removed his own hat and bowed
in silence. It was a bow which upset the forms, laws, customs, and ceremonies of centuries of
slavery.So ended the Civil War. Of course, it would be a few more days before Robert E. Lee's
final surrender at Appomattox Courthouse on April 9, 1865. And months more of dislocation,
followed by years of bitter Reconstruction and decades of hatefulness between victor and
vanquished. But in this brief moment, in the crumbling, burning remnants of the Confederate
capital, the heart and symbol of the ruined Confederate Cause, the war came to a close.
Hundreds of thousands were dead. A large part of the country was in ruins, smoldering. A deep
sense of regional mistrust and racial hatred would sunder America for decades. But here, as the
tall, somber president bowed to a former slave, the war was crystalized in an eternal moment of
reconciliation: the doomed Lincoln, symbol of the Union, worn down by the years and the losses,
slow to name slavery as the enemy but indomitable in his will to ultimately destroy it, and an
aged slave, bent by years of relentless labor, glorying in the first flush of freedom.“We have the
wolf by the ears,” an aging Thomas Jefferson had written to a friend forty-five years earlier. “And
we can neither hold him, nor safely let him go. Justice is in one scale, and selfpreservation in the
other.” Jefferson's “wolf” was, of course, slavery. And this big, bad wolf had been banging at
America's door almost since the arrival of the English in America. It huffed and puffed and nearly



blew the house down.The United States was born out of a revolutionary idea that Jefferson
(1743-1826) expressed eloquently in his Declaration of Independence: All men are created
equal and are entitled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. These notions, along with the
very radical statement that governments could rule only by the consent of the governed, formed
the basis of the Great American Contradiction: How could a nation so constituted, dedicated to
the proposition that all men are created equal and supposedly founded on the cornerstone of
“liberty for all,” maintain a system that enslaved other human beings? It was this contradiction—
this Great Divide—that eventually split the country in two.Only about one quarter of the people in
the slave states kept slaves. And of the five and a half million whites living in the slave states in
1860, only forty-six thousand held more than twenty slaves. But to understand fully the Civil War,
this Great Divide—this American Contradiction—must be understood. Its roots were deep,
planted about the same time that the first English colonists were learning how to plant tobacco in
Virginia.Who Brought Slavery to America?George Washington did it. Patrick “Give Me Liberty or
Give Me Death” Henry did it. Thomas “All Men Are Created Equal” Jefferson did it. George
Mason, who wrote the Virginia Declaration of Rights, on which the American Bill of Rights was
based, was against it but did it anyway. Even good old Benjamin Franklin did it. In fact, many of
America's Founding Fathers did it. They bought, kept, bred, and sold human beings.When the
Constitutional Convention met in Philadelphia in 1787 to debate the great issues facing a
struggling, infant nation, seventeen of these Founding Fathers collectively held about fourteen
hundred slaves. George Mason, John Rutledge, and George Washington were three of the
largest slaveholders in America. Most of Washington's slaves actually belonged to his wife,
Martha Custis Washington; they had belonged to her first husband. This is the part of
Washington's story that gets left out when children learn the tale of the cherry tree. The moral
subtext: Telling lies is wrong; keeping people in chains isn't so bad.Slavery was as American as
apple pie. It was a well-established American institution in the thirteen original colonies long
before Washington, Patrick Henry, Franklin, and Jefferson were born, but it threatened to tip the
great American ship of state from the republic's very beginnings. Both Washington and Jefferson
expressed deep reservations about the practice of slavery and its future in America.
Nevertheless, neither of them fretted sufficiently about human bondage on their plantations to
do much about it. Granted, Washington freed his slaves in his will. Jefferson, who seems to have
been brilliant about everything but his finances, couldn't afford that luxury for most of his slaves.
He had to rely on the kindness of creditors to let five of his favored slaves have their freedom.Of
course, America had no monopoly on slavery. The institution was as old as civilization itself.
Throughout human history, slavery has taken on many guises, and few civilizations have been
built without some form of servitude. In his prize-winning book, Freedom, Orlando Patterson
wrote, “Slaveholding and trading existed among the earliest and most primitive of peoples. The
archaeological evidence reveals that slaves were among the first items of trade within, and
between, the primitive Germans and Celts, and the institution was an established part of life,
though never of major significance, in primitive China, Japan and the prehistoric Near East.”It is



impossible to think of such major ancient civilizations as Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, or
the Aztecs without acknowledging the role of slavery. Occasionally, slavery took on a variety of
slightly more humane forms. In some societies, for instance, slaves could serve in armies, buy
their freedom, or even rise to positions of rank and power. Remember the biblical story of
Joseph and the pharaoh? Sold as a slave into Egypt, Joseph demonstrated his wisdom to save
the country from famine and rose to become an adviser to the Egyptian court. But for the most
part, slavery always meant a short life of brute labor or an existence of household servitude
passed on to succeeding generations. The monuments of the great civilizations—from the
Egyptian Pyramids to the Roman roads and Jefferson's prized Virginia estate, Monticello—were
all constructed with slave labor.But what made Anglo-American slavery so uniquely perverse
was the institutionalization, or grotesque efficiency, of the African slave trade. Involving vast
numbers of people and contradicting America's founding ideals so obviously, African slavery
became America's “peculiar institution.”The history of Africans in America doesn't begin,
however, with slave auctions in the British colonies. The first black men came to the Americas
along with the earliest wave of Spaniard conquistadors who followed Columbus in the 1500s.
These early European explorers included black natives of Spain and Portugal such as Pedro
Alonso Niño, a navigator on Columbus's first voyage. Black men served with Cortés in Mexico
and with Balboa at the discovery of the Pacific. And several Iberian blacks were prominent in the
exploration of what is now the southwestern United States, including most notably Estebanico,
who spent eight years wandering in what is now Mexico and New Mexico before being killed in a
battle with Zuñi Indians. This history, long overlooked, is somewhat sketchy.Better documented
but still overlooked is the fact that the first “cargo” of twenty Africans to land in the future United
States of America arrived at Jamestown, Virginia—known to generations of American
schoolchildren as the first permanent English settlement in America—aboard a Dutch man-of-
war in August 1619. These African captives had been taken off a Spanish slave ship en route to
Spain's colonies by a polyglot group of pirates who preyed on Spanish slave and treasure ships.
This moment escaped generations of history books. Of course, those same books hailed the
glorious consequences of the opening of the House of Burgesses in Jamestown. Sure. It was the
first legislative assembly in America. But a nasty little secret was that in the very same month
those gentlemen planters met to begin inventing American democracy, they were laying the
foundation for American slavery.By the time the English arrived in America, African slavery was
well established in Europe. As a sideline to the more famous voyages of discovery he
sponsored, Prince Henry, lionized as “the Navigator,” led Portugal in opening the African slave
trade in 1444 with the blessing of Pope Nicholas V. Quick to recognize a profitable venture and
desperate for labor in its mines and plantations in the New World, Spain joined in and dominated
the African slave trade for almost a hundred years. Gradually, other European trading nations
saw the profits to be made from this “black ivory.” For about fifty years, the Dutch dominated the
trade until they were supplanted by the English, who got an exclusive right to supply slaves—the
Asiento—to Spain's colonies in 1713.PRELUDE TO THE CIVIL WAR: 1619-17871619August



Twenty Africans, carried on a Dutch ship, are brought to Jamestown, Virginia, to be sold as
indentured servants, not slaves, a fine distinction that probably escaped their notice.1652May
Rhode Island outlaws slavery. The first colony to do so, it was founded by religious leader Roger
Williams (1603-1683) on the grounds of religious freedom, the separation of church and state,
and the compensation of the Indians for their lands. But slavery, because it was so profitable,
was later permitted, and Newport became a major slave trading port.The Netherlands permits
African slaves to be brought into New Netherlands, its American colony, which later became
New York. The Dutch colony enacts laws governing the treatment of slaves, who may only be
whipped with the permission of the colonial authorities.1664Maryland is the first colony to
mandate the lifelong servitude of black slaves. Previously, under English law, slaves who
became Christians and met other requirements were granted their freedom.1667The House of
Burgesses in Virginia passes a law stating that Christian conversion does not bring about
freedom from slavery. This law encourages slave owners to convert their slaves to Christianity
without fear of losing them. In 1670 a countermeasure is passed which allows freedom for those
blacks who were Christians before arriving in the colony. This law is a reaction to the moral issue
raised by slavery. In 1671 Maryland reacts by declaring the conversion of slaves at any time as
irrelevant to their servitude. And in 1682 Virginia repeals its 1670 conversion law, which had
limited the importation of slaves.1672The English Royal Africa Company is granted a monopoly
on the English slave trade which lasts until 1696. After that date, extensive slave trading is
initiated by merchants in the New England colonies.1688The Germantown Protest, the first
organized demonstration in opposition to slavery and the slave trade, is made by a group of
Quakers in Germantown, Pennsylvania.1700In Boston, Samuel Sewall (1652-1730) publishes
The Selling of Joseph, one of America's first antislavery tracts. One of the judges at the Salem
witchcraft trials in 1692, Sewall was the only one to later publicly admit his mistake in
condemning nineteen people to death.Virginia rules that slaves are “real estate,” restricts the
travel of slaves, and calls for strict penalties for miscegenation (marriage or sexual relations
between races).New York enacts a death penalty for runaway slaves caught forty miles north of
Albany.Massachusetts declares marriage between blacks and whites illegal.1713A British firm,
the South Sea Company, is granted the Asiento, the exclusive right to import black slaves into
Spain's American colonies.1725The black slave population in the colonies is estimated at
seventy-five thousand.In Williamsburg, Virginia, black slaves are granted the right to organize a
separate Baptist church.1733Georgia is chartered, the last of the thirteen original colonies.
Under the terms of the charter, the importation of slaves is forbidden, but this prohibition is
repealed in 1749.1739September A violent slave insurrection takes place in Stono, South
Carolina. The slaves kill thirty whites; forty-four blacks die in the aftermath.1741March Following
a series of crimes and fires in New York, rumors of a black plot to seize power spread through
the city. In the hysteria, more than a hundred blacks and poor whites are convicted of conspiracy.
Four whites and eighteen blacks are hanged, thirteen blacks are burned alive, and another
seventy blacks are banished from the colony.1754Quaker clergyman John Woolman



(1720-1772), preaching against the evils of slavery, publishes his sermons under the title Some
Considerations on the Keeping of Negroes. He publishes a second volume in 1762. Woolman is
instrumental in persuading American Quakers to oppose slaveholding.1775Black patriots fight
in all the early battles of the Revolution including Lexington, Concord, Fort Ticonderoga, and
Bunker (Breed's) Hill. However, the Continental Congress, with George Washington's consent,
bars slaves and free blacks from the Continental Army. Only when the deposed royal governor of
Virginia promises freedom to male slaves who join the British army does Washington reverse his
orders and authorize the enlistment of free blacks. Eventually, an estimated five thousand blacks
are involved in many of the Revolution's major engagements.1776July Thomas Jefferson drafts
the Declaration of Independence. Included is a charge that King George III is responsible for the
slave trade and has prevented the colonists from outlawing it. This passage is deleted by
Congress at the request of Southerners who keep slaves and with the support of Northerners
involved in the slave trade.1777July Although not yet a state, Vermont abolishes slavery. It will be
the first free state when it enters the Union.1780The Pennsylvania legislature mandates gradual
abolition within the state.1781March 1 First proposed in 1776, the Articles of Confederation is
ratified by all thirteen states; it calls for a central government subordinate to the states.
Previously, the nation was a league of sovereign states, each with a single vote. Congress, made
up of delegates chosen by the states, is given certain limited powers, and the states are not
bound to carry out any congressional measures.1783The Supreme Court of Massachusetts
abolishes slavery.In Virginia, black slaves who served in the Continental Army are granted their
freedom by the House of Burgesses.By year's end the importation of African slaves is banned by
all the northern states.1787July Still operating under the Articles of Confederation, Congress
passes the Northwest Ordinance, establishing a government in the area bounded by the Great
Lakes on the north, the Ohio River on the south; and the Mississippi River on the west. This
ordinance calls for the creation of new states on an equal level with the original states. Under
Jefferson's plan, there will be freedom of religion, the right to public education, and a ban on
slavery in these new states.August In Philadelphia, the form of the new U.S. Constitution is
debated. The delegates compromise on three areas concerning slavery:* Slavery or the slave
trade cannot be restricted by law for twenty years.* Slavery can be taxed.* Slaves will be
counted at three fifths of their total population for the purpose of determining representation in
the House of Representatives.What's the Difference Between a Servant and a Slave?In 1619
indentured servitude was a widely accepted European tradition. Essentially, it was a contract
between a worker and a merchant or farmer. In colonial America, the servant agreed to work for
some period of time in exchange for passage to America. In many cases, the agreement was
one-sided: convicts, people kidnapped from the street, and young children “apprenticed” to
masters by their parents all ended up in America as indentured servants. The word indenture
comes from the contract between servant and master. The contract was actually torn in two, with
each party holding one half. At the end of the term of servitude, the contract would be pieced
back together at the indentations. After earning their freedom, the former servants were usually



given a piece of land and a small payment.This arrangement was sanitized in the history books
of a generation ago as a tidy system of labor with clean-cut servants happily fulfilling their
contracts and gradually working their way toward freedom and a piece of the American dream.
The reality was rudely different. Freedom, first of all, demanded survival. And servitude did not
generally lend itself to a long career. During the seventeenth century, up to half the servants in
the Chesapeake colonies may have died before being freed, usually of disease. Servants often
had their terms of indenture arbitrarily extended, sometimes in punishment for sins real or
imagined. Often it was the simple whim of a master who knew the law and how to read. Most
indentured servants were young and illiterate. Of course, it was harder for women than men:
indenture for a young woman often meant sexual servitude as well as long hours and no pay.But
the American colonies were fairly well built on this system, and it took care of colonial labor
needs for most of the seventeenth century, when the opportunity to get out of Europe seemed
like a good idea if you were poor. In the 1700s, however, the situation changed. Improved
economies and political stability in Europe gradually reduced the number of white Europeans
who were willing to sell themselves to a master in exchange for passage and a chance for a new
life in the New World. As slavery displaced servitude, the number of slaves being imported grew
rapidly.Economics was another reason for the shift to a slave system. On the face of it, slavery
seemed to be extremely cost effective. A slave is a slave is a slave. Forever. There was no
promise of freedom and a piece of farmland at the end of the rainbow. The only alternatives were
escape (unlikely), the granting of purchase of freedom (even more unlikely), or death
(inevitable).Colonial masters had also learned that white servants could easily escape and drift
into anonymity. An experiment using Native Americans as slaves also failed. They too could
escape easily and return to their people. The Europeans also learned that they died in fearful
numbers, usually from diseases to which they had no immunities. But African slaves solved the
problem perfectly. They were easily identifiable in a predominantly white society. They were
along way from home. And they could neither speak nor read the language of their masters.
More important still, slaves made more slaves. While the child of a servant was born free, a
female slave's child was a slave, even if its father was also its master. An African slave woman
who could be purchased and then bred was a valuable piece of property, just like any farm
animal.By the late 1600s, the southern plantation system was firmly established, and at the
same time American slavery was cemented through a growing number of laws passed by
colonial legislatures. The full legalization of slavery, restrictions on the emancipation of slaves,
laws forbidding miscegenation, and strict regulations regarding escape all came in quick
succession. All of these laws solidified slavery as a legal reign of terror. And the plantations'
success in producing cash crops of tobacco, indigo, rice, and sugar for European markets
pushed the need for additional slaves to do the labor-intensive work. In fact linked with imported
slaves, the southern slave-breeding system was so successful that by the time Jefferson wrote
the Declaration of Independence, one in six Americans was a black slave! Eighty-four years
later, at the beginning of the Civil War, there were nearly four million slaves in America, despite



the legal end of the overseas slave trade in 1808.But the simplistic economic argument for
slavery ignored a more complex view of how economies work. In 1776, English philosopher
Adam Smith (1723-1790) wrote The Wealth of Nations, considered the bible of capitalism. Smith
argued that capital is best employed for the production and distribution of wealth when
governments stay away from business or practice laissez-faire (French for “leave things alone”).
Further, Smith believed that slaves were a drag on the economy because they tied up capital
that could be more profitably invested elsewhere, a view that was widely accepted by merchants
in the American North. In addition, Smith felt that the large plantation system was a wasteful use
of land and that slaves cost more to maintain than free laborers.Here was a real objection to
slavery. Sure, it might be wrong. But far worse to the Puritans of New England, it was inefficient!
No longer wed to the slave system, Northerners could invest their capital in the ships, factories,
railroads, and canals—one reason for the North's Industrial Age, which created the wealth and
jobs that lured millions of European working-class immigrants, primarily from Ireland and
Germany, to the growing northeastern industrial centers in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.Adam Smith's ideas didn't have the same appeal in the booming slave economies,
however. Holding to their faith in the seemingly obvious economic benefits of slavery, the
slaveholders developed an elaborate set of defenses to justify their “peculiar institution.” In
Europe, the “savagery” of Africans had been cited for centuries to justify slavery, and
slaveholding Americans now parroted that excuse.But the most fiercely held defense was one
that people have been using for a long time to answer almost any question: the biblical
justification. First, clergymen provided the white masters with references that seemed to
sanction slavery—a perfectly acceptable practice in biblical times—and, more specifically, the
enslaving of the black race. The critical passage was Genesis 9:25-27, in which Noah, upset
over an indiscretion by his son Ham, cursed all of Ham's descendants for eternity, saying, “a
slave of slaves shall he be to his brothers.” Ham fathered four sons, who gave rise to the
southern tribes of the Earth, including the people of Africa.Beyond that, a second theological
argument claimed that slavery was actually a good thing. White masters converted their slaves
to Christianity, bringing these “heathens” hope for salvation. One problem with this argument
was that English law had provided that a slave who was baptized a Christian could become free.
American slaveholders soon realized that saving souls meant losing bodies, so most colonies
passed laws that said Christian baptism was no longer a pathway to freedom. For slaves,
Christianity might put them on the stairway to heaven, but it didn't save them from hell on
earth.Civil War VoicesMaryland minister Thomas Bacon's “Sermon to Negro
Slaves” (1743).Suppose that you were people of some substance, and had something of your
own in the world, would you not desire to keep what you had? And that no body should take it
from you, without your own consent, or hurt any thing belonging to you? If, then, you love your
neighbor as yourself, or would do by others as you could wish they would do by you, you will
learn to be honest and just towards mankind, as well as to your masters and mistresses, and not
steal, or take away any thing from any one, without his knowledge or consent: You will be careful



not to hurt any thing belonging to a neighbour, or to do any harm to his goods, his cattle, or his
plantation.What Was the Triangle Trade?The economic heart of the slave trade was a smooth
system of supply and demand that came to be called the Triangle Trade. Here, the Anglo-
American genius for commerce settled into a ghastly and murderous brand of efficiency.
Operating under the flags of all nations, the slave ships left those pious ports of Protestant New
England with cargoes of rum along with trinkets, guns, and iron bars, which were used as
currency in Africa. In 1643 the first American slavers had exchanged shiploads of fish, lumber,
and grain—the rich output of the then-prospering American colonies—for the prized sherry and
Madeira wines from Spain and Portugal. But they also bought Spanish and Portuguese
slaves.Eventually these enterprising New Englanders realized that they could cut out the
middleman and go directly to the source: Africa. On the first leg of the triangle, the rum, cotton,
grain, and other raw materials and goods produced in the colonies went directly from New
England to Africa in exchange for slaves. On the second and deadliest leg of the triangle, the
captives were taken to the West Indies and sold to plantation owners. The slavers then returned
to the American ports of Richmond, New York, Newport, and Boston, among others, on the final
leg of the triangle, with sugar, molasses, large profits from the Caribbean islands, and
“seasoned” slaves who had gone through a period of “breaking in” that lasted as long as three
years. During this time newly arrived Africans were mixed in with veterans. The newcomer
learned his work assignment and any tendencies to commit suicide or escape were dispelled.
“Seasoning” doubled his value. The sugar and molasses were turned into New England rum,
which, along with other colonial products, was sent to Europe and Africa in return for more
slaves.It wasn't always so geometrically perfect. Ships departed from the triangle route to trade
with Europe. But this grim triangular web was the heart of the business. Determining the precise
number of Africans who were caught in this deadly triangle is impossible. Various estimates in
the past put the number of blacks taken from Africa as high as 24 million. More recent studies,
such as Peter Kolchin's American Slavery (1993), suggest that 10 to 12 million Africans were
actually transported to the Americas. By any measure it was an African Holocaust. And that
estimate does not take into account the millions of Africans who did not survive capture or the
transatlantic voyage. Taking the conservative estimate of 14 to 20 percent who died in transit—
some ships actually lost half their human cargo to disease, starvation, and other grim fates—
produces a range of at least another 4 or 5 million Africans who perished before reaching the
American slave markets. The vast majority of the survivors ended up working in the Caribbean
sugar fields or on Brazilian plantations, but somewhere between 600,000 and 700,000 Africans
arrived in the colonies that would eventually become the United States. Not a single American
colony—including Rhode Island, which had once forbidden slavery—was free of slaves.
Astonishingly, these hundreds of thousands torn from their villages and homes survived
degradation and deprivation to become the almost 4 million people held in slavery in 1860, at
the eve of the Civil War. (Noting a high birthrate and a lower mortality rate among American
slaves than other slaves in the Americas, defenders of American slavery would point to this



population increase as a sign that American slavery was humane and healthy for Africans.
Historians disagree, pointing out that American crops were easier to work than the sugar crops
of the Caribbean and Brazil, there were fewer deadly tropical diseases, and American slaves
generally enjoyed a better diet than those in the Caribbean and South America.)Civil War
VoicesFrom “The Advantages of the African Trade” (1772), by Malachi Postlethwayt, a British
economist.The most approved Judges of the commercial Interests of these Kingdoms have ever
been of Opinion, that our WestIndia and African Trades are the most nationally beneficial of any
we carry on. It is also allowed on all Hands, that the Trade to Africa is the Branch which renders
our American colonies and Plantations so advantageous to Great-Britain; that Traffic only
affording our Planters a constant Supply of Negro Servants for the culture of their Lands.…The
Negroe-Trade therefore…may be justly esteemed an inexhaustible Fund of Wealth and Naval
Power to this Nation. And by the Overplus of Negroes…we have drawn likewise no
inconsiderable Quantities of Treasure from the Spaniards.…Many are prepossessed against this
Trade, thinking it a barbarous, inhuman and unlawful Traffic for a Christian Country to Trade in
Blacks; to which I would beg leave to observe; that though the odious Appellation of Slaves is
annexed to this Trade, it being called by some the Slave-Trade, yet it does not appear from the
best Enquiry I have been able to make, that the State of those People is changed for the worse
by being Servants to our British Planters in America; they are certainly treated with great Lenity
and Humanity: And as the Improvement of the Planter's Estates depends upon due Care being
taken of their Healths and Lives, I cannot but think their Condition is much bettered to what it
was in their own Country.…But I never heard it said that the Lives of Negroes in the Servitude of
our Planters were less tolerable than those of Colliers and Miners in all Christian Countries.What
Was the Middle Passage?Of course, the key to the Triangle Trade was a large supply of
“merchandise.”In Africa, few Europeans ever actually captured a slave. The work of capturing
and enslaving Africans was generally done by other Africans, who sold their prisoners to Arab
coastal traders. Who were these unlucky millions? Like slavery through the ages, African slavery
began with prisoners of war. Some were tribal royalty, prizes of war, taken by neighboring or
enemy tribesmen and sold to Arab traders for rum, codfish, salt, and Spanish money. In some
cases they were criminals or debtors. Eventually they were simply the subjects of African kings
and local chieftains who were unable to resist the temptation of the European riches and goods
placed before them. Linked together in coffles—chains that bound the captives together by the
neck, a word derived from the Arabic for caravan—the Africans were turned over to the Arab
merchants who ran the slave markets of Africa's West Coast.In The Africans, journalist David
Lamb described a modern visit to the bleak cells where the African captives once awaited their
fate:It was here, in the dark, dank slave house that Arab traders bartered and bickered with
European shippers, here that the Africans spent the last weeks in their homeland, awaiting a
buyer, a boat and, at the end of a long, harrowing voyage, a master.In the weighing room below
the trading office, the men's muscles were examined, the women's breasts measured, the
children's teeth checked. Those were the qualities—muscles, breasts, teeth—on which human



worth was judged. The slaves were fattened like livestock up to what was considered the ideal
shipping weight, 140 pounds, and those who remained sickly or fell victim to pneumonia or
tuberculosis were segregated from the rest by an Arab doctor, led into a corridor whose open
door overlooked the ocean and tossed out for the sharks.The Europeans and Americans
brought their trade goods, landing at fortresses along the West African coast where the captives
had already been introduced to barbaric tortures meant to break their will to escape. For those
who attempted to flee, there was an anklet through which a spike was driven into the foot.
Another device used a spike to seal the lips of defiant captives. The masters of the slave ships
bartered their material cargo for human cargo, branding the Africans before forcing them into the
holds.On the voyage, the captives were packed as tightly as “books upon the shelf” in the
hellhole below the decks, usually with no more than eighteen inches of space above them. One
captain recorded, “They had not so much room as a man in his coffin, either in length or breadth.
It was impossible for them to turn or shift with any degree of ease.”In this floating coffin, the
journey lasted six to ten weeks. The water was impure, the food inedible, if available at all. When
a ship ran low on provisions, captives were simply thrown overboard. Those who became weak
or sick were also thrown overboard. Many others committed suicide by jumping into the sea
rather than submit.When this dreadful middle passage or journey to the islands of Jamaica or
Barbados ended, the survivors were delivered to slave dealers and the vessels were loaded with
agricultural products from the Caribbean plantations for the final leg of the voyage north to New
England. Many of the merchants and shipowners of New England, those respectable Puritan
gentlemen who would foot the bill for the American Revolution, profited handsomely from their
slave ships. They invested their profits wisely in factories, mines, and transportation, providing
much of the impetus for the great Industrial Revolution that would eventually help separate North
and South.Civil War VoicesFrom The Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano or
Gustavus Vassa, the African (1789), the first published autobiography of an African American
and the first of thousands of narratives by former slaves that appeared throughout the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.The first object that saluted my eyes when I arrived on the coast was
the sea, and a slave ship, which was then riding at anchor, and waiting for its cargo. These filled
me with astonishment, that was soon converted into terror, which I am yet at a loss to
describe…. I was immediately handled and tossed up to see if I was sound, by some of the
crew; and I was now persuaded that I had got into a world of bad spirits, and that they were
going to kill me. Their complexions too, differing so much from ours, their long hair, and the
language they spoke, confirm me in this belief. Indeed such were the horrors of my views and
fears at the moment, that if ten thousand worlds had been my own, I would have freely parted
with them all to have exchanged my condition with the meanest slave in my own country. When I
looked round the ship too, and saw a large furnace or copper boiling and a multitude of black
people of every description, chained together, every one of their countenances expressing
dejection and sorrow, I no longer doubted of my fate; and, quite overpowered with horror and
anguish, I fell motionless on the deck, and fainted. When I recovered a little, I found some black



people about me, who I believed were some of those who brought me on board, and had been
receiving their pay: They talked to me in order to cheer me, but all in vain. I asked them if we
were not to be eaten by those white men with horrible looks, red faces and long hair….… I was
soon put down under the decks, and there I received such a salutation in my nostrils as I had
never experienced in my life; so that, with the loathsomeness of the stench, and with my crying
together, I became so sick and low that I was not able to eat, nor had I the least desire to taste
any thing. I now wished for the last friend, death, to relieve me; but soon, to my grief, two of the
white men offered me eatables; and, on my refusing to eat, one of them held me fast by the
hands…and tied my feet, while the other flogged me severely. I had never experienced any thing
of this kind before, and although, not being used to the water, I naturally feared that element the
first time I saw it, yet nevertheless, could I have got over the nettings, I would have jumped over
the side, but I could not; and besides the crew used to watch us very closely, who were not
chained down to the decks, lest we should leap into the water. I have seen some of these poor
African prisoners most severely cut for attempting to do so, and hourly whipped for not eating.
This indeed was often the case with myself….… At last, when the ship, in which we were, had
got in all her cargo, they made ready with many fearful noises, and we were all put under deck,
so that we could not see how they managed the vessel.But this disappointment was the least of
my grief. The stench of the hold, while we were on the coast, was so intolerably loathsome, that
it was dangerous to remain there for any time, and some of us had been permitted to stay on the
deck for the fresh air, but now that the whole ship's cargo was confined together, it became
absolutely pestilential. The closeness of the place, and the heat of the climate, added to the
number in the ship, being so crowded that each had scarcely room to turn himself, almost
suffocated us. This produced copious perspirations, so that the air soon became unfit for
respiration, from a variety of loathsome smells, and brought on a sickness among the slaves, of
which many died, thus falling victims to the improvident avarice, as I may call it, of their
purchasers. This deplorable situation was again aggravated by the galling of the chains, now
become insupportable; and the filth of necessary tubs, into which the children often fell, and
were almost suffocated. The shrieks of the women, and the groans of the dying, rendered it a
scene of horror almost inconceivable. Happily, perhaps, for myself, I was soon reduced so low
here that it was thought necessary to keep me almost continually on deck; and from my extreme
youth, I was not put in fetters. In this situation I expected every hour to share the fate of my
companions, some of whom were almost daily brought upon the deck at the point of death, and I
began to hope that death would soon put an end to my miseries.Equiano survived the trip, the
slave market in Barbados, and a colonial Virginia plantation. Subsequently, he was sold to a
British naval officer, who thought it clever to rename the slave boy Gustavus Vassa, after a
Swedish king. Vassa was taken to Nova Scotia and later to the Mediterranean. From a third
master, a Quaker named Robert King, he learned to read and write. Permitted to earn extra
money, he purchased his freedom in 1766 and pursued a series of adventures that included a
polar voyage. His memoir appeared in 1789, one of the few slave narratives that includes an



account of the transatlantic voyage.What Was the Stono Rebellion?The dreadful journey
finished, the slave ships landed in the West Indies at places like Barbados and Jamaica, where
the human cargo was sent to the market to be sold. Those slaves who were sold to the colonies
of North America made another voyage, to Atlantic ports like New York, Newport, and Boston, to
be sold once again in American slave markets. Though a small fraction went to the northern
colonies to become domestics or do factory work, the vast majority ended up in the Deep South
to work the rice, tobacco, and, later, cotton plantations. Here was the scene of the greatest myth
of the slave period—the image of slaves as docile, somewhat childlike laborers content with their
situation. It was a paternalistic image perpetuated by slave owners, who wanted to present
slavery as somehow beneficial to the slaves. This myth continued into this century and might be
the greatest sin of books and films like Gone With the Wind.Almost from its very beginnings in
colonial America, slavery produced violent reactions by slaves, who protested either by working
slowly and inefficiently, running away, or rebelling. Although the 1831 rebellion of Nat Turner is
the most famous slave revolt—because it became the subject of William Styron's Pulitzer Prize-
winning novel The Confessions of Nat Turner (1967)—it was by no means unique.New York was
the site of some of the earliest and bloodiest slave uprisings. In Queens Country in 1708, an
Indian slave and a black woman killed their master and his family of six. In two separate
instances in 1712 and 1741, a total of fifty blacks and thirteen whites were killed. But one of the
most violent early slave uprisings began on September 9, 1739, in Stono, South Carolina, on the
Stono River about twenty miles from Charleston. The Stono Rebellion, the first mass slave
revolt, was led by a slave named Jemmy. Apparently encouraged by Spanish missionaries and
promised liberation, a group of twenty slaves attacked a store and killed the two storekeepers.
Armed with guns and powder, they set off for St. Augustine, Florida. As they marched through
the country with their captured weapons, according to one account, they set fire to plantations
and cried out, “Liberty.” Gathering recruits, Jemmy and his band eventually grew to about a
hundred. During a ten-mile march, they killed approximately thirty white people before an armed
militia caught them in a field. Forty-four of the rebellious blacks died in the aftermath, and in one
account the white planters “cutt off their heads and set them up at every Mile Post they came to.”
Meant as a warning to other rebellious slaves, the display grimly recalled the famed ancient
uprising of Spartacus, who led an army of slaves against the Roman legions. (After their defeat,
six thousand followers of Spartacus were crucified and left to rot along a Roman highway.)The
Stono Rebellion was followed by two other uprisings in South Carolina that year. With each
successive revolt, the colonies and later the states of the young Republic instituted new and
harsher laws to control the slaves. Indeed, a great part of the objection to slavery came not from
those who had moral qualms but from those who feared that the rapidly expanding numbers of
slaves would eventually lead to more dangerous rebellions.Documents of the Civil WarFollowing
the Stono Rebellion, the colonial legislature of South Carolina, the Commons House of
Assembly, passed An Act to Impose Duties on the Importation of Slaves (1740) out of fear of the
growing number of slaves and the likelihood of future rebellions.Whereas, the great importation



of Negroes from the coast of Africa, who are generally of a barbarous and savage disposition,
may hereafter prove of very dangerous consequence to the peace and safety of the Province,
and which we have now more reason to be apprehensive of from the late rising in rebellion of a
great number of the Negroes lately imported into the Province from the coast of Africa …and
barbarously murdering upwards of twenty persons of His Majesty's faithful subjects of this
Province; and whereas, the best way to prevent those fatal mischiefs for the future, will be to
establish a method by which the importation of Negroes into the Province should be made a
necessary means of introducing a proportionable number of white inhabitants into the same;
and whereas, in order to effect this good purpose, it is fit and necessary that a sufficient fund
should be appropriated by the laws of this Province for the better settling the frontiers…… there
shall be imposed and paid by all and every the inhabitants of this Province and other person and
persons whomsoever, first purchasing any negro or other slave within the same which hath not
been the space of six months within this Province, a certain tax or sum of twelve pounds current
money for every such negro and other slave of the height of four feet and two inches and
upwards; and for every one under that height, and above three feet two inches, the sum of five
pounds like money; and for all under three feet two inches (suckling children excepted), two
pounds ten shillings like money.Civil War VoicesFrom Phillis Wheatley's “To the Right Honorable
William, Earl of Dartmouth” (1773).Should you, my lord, while you pursue my song,Wonder from
whence my love of Freedom sprung,Whence flow these wishes for the common good,By feeling
hearts alone best understood,I, young in life, by seeming cruel fateWas snatch'd from Afric's
fancy'd happy seat;What pangs excruciating must molest,What sorrows labour in my parent's
breast?Steel'd was the soul and by no misery mov'dThat from a father seiz'd this babe
belov'd.Such, such my case. And can I then but prayOthers may never feel tyrannic sway.Born in
Africa, the young woman later called Phillis Wheatley (c. 1753-1794) was captured by slave
traders at the age of eight. Sold to the Wheatley family of Boston, she was recognized as a
prodigy and, by age thirteen, was writing poetry modeled on such English poets as Alexander
Pope and translating from ancient Greek. Taken to England, she astonished the British literary
world when her Poems on Various Subjects: Religious and Moral was published in London in
1773. Not everyone admired her skills. Jefferson dismissed Wheatley's poetry, perhaps because
of its religious nature, writing, “Religion produced a Phillis Wheatley, but it could not produce a
poet.”Wheatley, along with other Africans like Olaudah Equiano, gave the lie to another myth of
the slave period: that Africans were barbarous and inferior, unable to master complicated tasks,
a myth that unthinkably remains alive in modern times in the flickering debate over race and
intellect. One who doubted the ability of blacks was Jefferson, who not only knew of Wheatley
but was also acquainted with another extraordinary black man of the period, Benjamin Banneker
(1731-1806). His grandmother a Welsh convict, his grandfather an African slave, Banneker was
born a free black in Maryland, a child of obvious talents. He received an education and
established a reputation as a mathematician and astronomer. In 1791 he sent Jefferson, then
George Washington's secretary of state, the manuscript of his Almanac, along with a letter in



which he upbraided Jefferson for his contradictory views.Suffer me to recall to your mind that
time in which the arms of the British crown were exerted, with every powerful effort, in order to
reduce you to a state of servitude; look back, I entreat you…. You were then impressed with
proper ideas of the great violation of liberty, and the free possession of those blessings, to which
you were entitled by nature; but sir, how pitiable is it to reflect, that although you were so fully
convinced of the benevolence of the Father of Mankind, and of his equal and impartial
distribution of these rights and privileges which he hath conferred upon them, that you should at
the same time counteract his mercies, in detaining by fraud and violence, so numerous a part of
my brethren under groaning captivity and cruel oppression, that you should at the same time be
found guilty of that most criminal act, which you professedly detested in others.Jefferson helped
secure Banneker a position surveying the future capital of the United States. But he remained
unconvinced that this black man's brilliance offered proof that the races were equal.Documents
of the Civil WarFrom Thomas Jefferson's Declaration of Independence (1776).When in the
course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands
which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the
separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which
impel them to the separation.We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these
are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.If Jefferson Believed What He Wrote, Why Did He
Keep Slaves?The cornerstone of American democracy, the clarion cry for generations of
independence movements since, Jefferson's Declaration of Independence is familiar to
generations of Americans. Less familiar to most Americans is what it didn't say.On June 7, 1776,
Richard Henry Lee (1732-1794; remember the name Lee; it will come up again) rose before the
Continental Congress in Philadelphia and proposed, “These united colonies are and ought to be
free and independent States.” His call was seconded by John Adams of Massachusetts, and a
committee was formed to draft a declaration of principles in line with Lee's resolution. Adams,
Benjamin Franklin, Roger Sherman, and Robert Livingston—all from the North—were chosen
for the task but needed a Southerner for regional balance. Familiar with the writings of a bright,
thirty-three-year-old Virginian, Adams suggested Thomas Jefferson. A fiery redhead, Jefferson
had written an influential pamphlet claiming that the original settlers of America came as free
individuals and had a natural right to choose their rulers. Jefferson not only joined the Committee
of Five, but working in Philadelphia's sultry summer heat on a portable desk of his own design,
he singlehandedly drafted a document. He first showed it to Adams and Franklin, each of whom
recommended some minor word changes. It was then approved by the full committee without
further change.The document was presented on July 2 to the Continental Congress, which, in
the nature of all Congresses since, decided to tack on some amendments. Sitting beside
Franklin, a humiliated Jefferson fumed as the other delegates picked at his words and ideas for
two and a half days. Fortunately for posterity, they left most of the language alone, but they did



make some changes.A substantial part of the Declaration was a long list of outrages committed
against Americans by the king of England—this is the section most Americans have never
bothered to look at. Some of these accusations were legitimate; others were inflamed rhetoric.
But the accusation that caused the most dismay among the delegates was Jefferson's
statement that the king was personally responsible for transporting slaves from Africa. In his
draft, Jefferson had written:… He has waged cruel war against human nature itself, violating its
most sacred rights of life & liberty in the persons of distant people who have never offended him,
captivating & carrying them into slavery in another hemisphere, or to incur miserable death in
their transportation thither. This piratical warfare, the opprobrium of infidel powers, is the warfare
of the Christian king of Great Britain. Determined to keep open a market where MEN should be
bought and sold, he has prostituted his negative for suppressing every legislative attempt to
prohibit or restrain this execrable commerce, determining to keep open a market where MEN
should be bought and sold.This controversial passage, Jefferson wrote later in his life, “was
struck out in complaisance to South Carolina and Georgia, who had never attempted to restrain
the importation of slaves, and who on the contrary still wished to continue it. Our Northern
brethren also I believe felt a little tender under those censures, for tho' their people have very few
slaves themselves yet they had been pretty considerable carriers of them to others.”After more
wrangling, the amended Declaration was adopted unanimously by the Continental Congress on
July 4, 1776, two days after it had already passed Lee's resolution of independence—the day
that by all rights ought to be our national birthday. Disheartened by the damage he felt had been
done to his Declaration, Jefferson withdrew from the Congress and returned to Virginia, where
he served out the war years as its governor.But the issue of Jefferson and his objection to the
“execrable commerce” gets to the very heart of the American contradiction. Even more than his
fellow Virginians and slaveholders George Washington, George Mason, the Lees, and Patrick
Henry, Jefferson embodied the enigma of early American slavery. After all, he was the
Enlightenment hero who wrote what was and remains one of the most radically idealistic and
democratic documents in history.His simple and seemingly unconditional statement that “all
men are created equal,” a notion we accept today without question, was then about as radical as
proposing to put the king himself in chains and auction him off. Yet Jefferson kept slaves, profited
from them, and sold them on at least two occasions. A Monticello slave named Sandy, who had
escaped and was returned, was sold to Jefferson's cousin. Slaves worked on his plantation and
in the nail and brick factories he set up at Shadwell, his other property. During the Revolution,
loyal slaves hid Jefferson's silverware when the British came to Monticello in hot pursuit of the
rebel governor. Still, throughout his legal and political career, Jefferson argued against slavery
as an institution and whenever possible attacked slavery's foundations. Late in his life he wrote,
“Nothing is more certainly written in the book of Fate than that these people are to be free.”The
question has confounded historians and biographers. Jefferson was the greatest American
example of the Enlightenment or Age of Reason, when European thinkers and writers like
Thomas Hobbes and John Locke, René Descartes and Immanuel Kant, had pioneered a new



belief that reason—man's mind—could discover the laws underlying all nature. Emerging from
centuries of European history dominated by the Roman Catholic Church, these men were
saying that simple faith was no longer sufficient. They said, “Dare to know” and “I think, therefore
I am.” The ideas of the Enlightenment, in which reason and science were elevated along with a
new respect for humanity, profoundly influenced Jefferson. So how could a man who
represented these ideals maintain a plantation whose economy was based on slave labor?
Although Jefferson would write of the natural inferiority of blacks, he still believed they were men,
as his bold use of the word men in the draft of the Declaration clearly shows. To Jefferson, equal
meant in God's eyes, not in mental ability. He was also a man of his times, financially chained to
a rigid social and economic system that did not welcome emancipation or Negro equality. Willard
Sterne Randall, a recent biographer, may have summed it up well—if short of satisfactorily—
when he wrote in Thomas Jefferson: A Life (1993):All his adult life, Thomas Jefferson seems to
have tossed and turned in an agony of ambivalence over the dilemma of slavery and freedom.
Repeatedly he sought to have public institutions relieve him of the burden of his conscience
while he tried to avoid giving offense to his close-knit family and the slaveowning society of his
beloved Virginia. He knew slavery was evil, he called it evil and spoke out against it in a series of
public forums, but he would only push so far—and then he would fall back on a way of life utterly
dependent on slave labor.Documents of the Civil WarFrom the Northwest Ordinance, largely
drafted by Thomas Jefferson in 1784 and adopted by the Continental Congress on July 13,
1787:There shall be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in said territory.The Northwest
Territory was a large area (more than 265,000 square miles) surrounding the Great Lakes that
was ceded to the United States by Great Britain in 1783. When four existing states laid claim to
parts of this huge, rich territory, the dispute was turned over to the Continental Congress. It in
turn relied on a plan drafted by Jefferson which set the rules for forming new states out of this
land. (Eventually the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and part of Minnesota
emerged.) Besides setting the boundaries of the states and establishing sixty thousand
inhabitants as the population required for statehood, the Northwest Ordinance also prohibited
slavery. That sanction marked the first federal restriction on slavery or the slave trade.Civil War
VoicesOliver Ellsworth, a delegate from Connecticut to the Constitutional Convention, in 1787:
“Slavery in time will not be a speck in our country.”What Did the Constitution Say About Slavery?
Within months of the passage of the Northwest Ordinance, the Continental Congress was back
at work on a much bigger task, drafting a new Constitution for the United States of America. Just
about everyone agreed that the Articles of Confederation, adopted in 1781, was inadequate to
run the new country. To keep the power of the states strong and to avoid having a powerful
central government like the one they had just fought, the Founding Fathers had managed to
create a toothless beast. Under the Articles of Confederation there was no common currency;
individual states were printing their own money. There was no army to protect citizens from
Indians, foreign threat, or another popular rebellion. And the last of these is exactly what
happened in Massachusetts, “the cradle of liberty,” where a group of struggling farmers, veterans



of the Revolution, discovered they were not much better off after independence than they had
been before. Led in 1786 by a farmer named Daniel Shays, they decided to raise a little hell of
their own. Shays's Rebellion, as it was called, was put down without too much bloodshed, but
the uproar it caused made America's new ruling class realize they needed a better set of rules to
govern this country.Accordingly, the Constitutional Convention was convened in Philadelphia in
the spring and summer of 1787 to devise a new form of government, one that was consistent
with the ideals of the Revolution but that would effectively manage a new and growing
nation.The Constitution they debated and drafted was, like all political documents, a
compromise. The biggest compromise involved the creation of a legislature. The small states
wanted equal representation. The larger states wanted representation based on population.
Roger Sherman, a tough, plain-spoken Yankee from Connecticut, proposed a seemingly
obvious and elegant solution: The legislature would include two houses. One would be based on
population—the House of Representatives. The second would have an equal number of
representatives—the Senate.The other thorny issue was slavery. Many of the delegates wanted
to see slavery eradicated, for economic and political reasons as well as moral ones. But since a
good many of them had most of their wealth tied up in slaves, the continued existence of slavery
was not debatable. Several other convenient compromises took care of these problems—but
only for the moment.Documents of the Civil WarFrom the Constitution of the United States,
drafted in 1787 and ratified in 1789. (Emphasis added.)We, the people of the United States, in
order to form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the
common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves
and our posterity do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United States of
America.Article I. Section 2.3: Representatives and direct taxes shall be apportioned among the
several states which may be included within this Union, according to their respective numbers,
which shall be determined by adding to the whole number of free persons, including those
bound to service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all other
persons. [This marked a compromise on the issue of counting slaves, who could not vote, in the
census that would determine the number of representatives a state would determine the number
of representatives a state would have in Congress. Nonslave states didn't want to count them;
slave states did. The compromise meant that slaves were counted as three fifths of a
person.]Article I, Section 9: 1. The migration or importation of such persons as any of the States
now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the year
one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a tax or duty may be imposed on such importation,
not exceeding ten dollars for each person. [This agreement would cause trouble. Abolitionists
pointed to the clause as proof that the Fathers wanted to do away with slavery. Slavers argued
that it provided constitutional protection for slavery.]Article IV, Section 2.3: No person held to
service or labor in one State, under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall in
consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but
shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such labor may be due. [Another sop to



slaveholders, this clause protected slave owners from the loss of runaway slaves. Bolstered by
the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793, slave owners had federal law on their side. Escaped slaves had
to be returned.]Fighting for independence didn't guarantee better treatment under a new
government, as Daniel Shays and his fellow farmers in Massachusetts had learned. It was also a
lesson for the estimated five thousand African Americans who fought in the Revolution.
Ironically, they might have been better off fighting for the British, for during the war, the British
Army had offered freedom to any slave who came over to fight the American rebels. How many
actually did so is a guess. And more than a few who were promised their freedom may have
ended up being sold back into slavery in the West Indies. The other irony is that the slaves would
have been freed sooner if the British had kept their American colonies, for the British abolished
the slave trade in 1807 and West Indian slavery in 1833.There is no question that black men
served conspicuously in the patriot armies. A black soldier named Oliver Cromwell helped row
Washington across the Delaware. (He is for some reason absent in the famous painting of the
scene. Oops!) Service by blacks in the American navy was even more commonplace, for
recruiting for naval service was difficult, so captains became color-blind when a black face was
enlisting. But the nation that emerged under the Constitution had little to offer the black people of
America, free or slave. While the Constitution never specifically mentioned slaves, it substituted
polite legalisms such as “persons held to service.” Under the Constitution, slavery could not be
touched for twenty years. Slaves would not be able to vote and would be counted in the census
as three fifths of a person—a key political victory for the slaveholding states, who would see their
political muscle in Congress grow out of proportion to their white population. And slavery could
be taxed. It might be wrong, but we still might as well make a few bucks from it.Elbridge Gerry
(1744-1814), a member of the Continental Congress as well as a signer of the Declaration of
Independence from Massachusetts, didn't think all this compromising was such a good idea. He
prophetically wrote to his wife, “I am exceedingly distressed at the proceedings of the
Convention…They will lay the foundation of a Civil War.” Later governor of Massachusetts and
vicepresident in James Madison's second term, Gerry refused to sign the Constitution. Apart
from his prescient wisdom, he was immortalized in American politics when the Massachusetts
legislature, at his direction, passed a law redistributing the electoral districts to ensure that
Gerry's party would retain control. One Federalist complained that the oddly shaped districts
Gerry had mapped out looked like salamanders, hence the political term gerrymander.Civil War
VoicesBenjamin Franklin, in a fund-raising address for the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting
the Abolition of Slavery, and the Relief of Free Negroes Unlawfully Held in Bondage (November
9, 1789).It is with peculiar satisfaction we assure the friends of humanity, that, in prosecuting the
design of our association, our endeavours have proved successful, far beyond our most
sanguine expectations.…Slavery is such an atrocious debasement of human nature, that its
very extirpation, if not performed with solicitous care, may sometimes open a source of serious
evils.The unhappy man, who has long been treated as a brute animal, too frequently sinks
beneath the common standard of the human species. The galling chains that bind his body, do



also fetter his intellectual faculties, and impair the social affections of his heart. Accustomed to
move like a mere machine, by the will of a master, reflection is suspended; he has not the power
of choice; and reason and conscience have but little influence over his conduct, because he is
chiefly governed by the passion of fear. He is poor and friendless; perhaps worn out by extreme
labour, age, and disease.Under such circumstances, freedom may often prove a misfortune to
himself, and prejudicial to society.Attention to emancipated black people, it is therefore to be
hoped, will become a branch of our national policy; but, as far as we contribute to promote this
emancipation, so far that attention is evidently a serious duty incumbent on us, and which we
mean to discharge to the best of our judgment and abilities.To instruct, to advise, to qualify
those, who have been restored to freedom, for the exercise and enjoyment of civil liberty, to
promote in them habits of industry, to furnish them with employments suited to their age, sex,
talents, and other circumstances, and to procure their children an education calculated for their
future situation in life; these are the great outlines of the annexed plan, which we have adopted,
and which we conceive will essentially promote the public good, and the happiness of these our
higher to too much neglected fellow-creatures….Signed, by order of the Society,B. FRANKLIN,
PresidentWidely recognized as an author, scientist, diplomat, inventor, philosopher, printer, and
the first American to gain international renown, Franklin (1706-1790) had owned slaves for thirty
years. As a printer and publisher, he also accepted advertisements for slave sales, and he
considered blacks inferior to whites in their “natural capacities.”When Franklin did come to
oppose slavery, it seemed to have been only partially out of strict moral reasons. He believed
that slavery encouraged idleness, the same reason he opposed relief for the poor. Franklin was,
above all, the high priest of honest labor. But in his later years his views changed dramatically,
and he became president of the Pennsylvania Society for Promoting the Abolition of Slavery. In
the society's platform, he called for a national policy of educating and training freed blacks for
gainful employment.Franklin, along with Jefferson, Washington, and other Founding Fathers,
recognized that slavery was wrong. They understood that it hurt the ideals of liberty and
democracy for which they had struggled and that it would have to end in America. The only
question was one of timing: How long would slavery last? But to many other Americans the issue
was not so simple, and the question of slavery ran like a deadly undercurrent beneath every
important national question for more than fifty years.chapter two“Fire-bell in the Night”We are
natives of this country; we only ask that we be treated as well as foreigners. Not a few of our
fathers suffered and bled to purchase its independence; we ask only to be treated as well as
those who fought against it.—PETER WILLIAMS, JR.PASTOR, ST. PHILIP'S EPISCOPAL
CHURCH, NEW YORKCan any one of common sense believe the absurdity that a faction of any
state, or a state, has a right to secede and destroy this union and the liberty of our country with it;
or nullify laws of the union; then indeed is our constitution a rope of sand; under such I would not
live… The union must be preserved, and it will now be tested, by the support I get by the people.
I will die for the union.—PRESIDENT ANDREW JACKSONNOVEMBER 1832I am opposed to
slavery, not because it enslaves the black man, but because it enslaves man.—DAVID PAYNE



(1839)* What Did the Industrial Revolution Have to Do with the Civil War?* What Did the
Louisiana Purchase Have to Do with the Civil War?* Who Were the First Abolitionists?* What
Was the Missouri Compromise?* What Rights Does a State Have?* Who Were Gabriel,
Denmark, and Nat?* Why Did the State of Georgia Want to Arrest a Publisher Named William
Lloyd Garrison?* What Was the Gag Rule?* What Did the War with Mexico Have to Do with the
Civil War?Ironic, isn't it? America's vaunted Industrial Revolution began with a design for a
machine that was pilfered from England. This bit of industrial espionage created the huge
demand for cotton. And the demand for cotton made healthy and profitable once more a slave
system that had seemed headed for a natural death. Those northern cotton mills created the
industrial wealth that modernized the North with railroads, canals, and roads and brought
hundreds of thousands of Europeans to America. And those immigrants would eventually end up
in Union armies.Born in England, Samuel Slater (1768-1835) was apprenticed at age fourteen to
Sir Richard Arkwright, the Rumpelstiltskin of the Industrial Age, who had designed a mechanical
spinning frame that turned cotton fiber into yarn. Using first horses, then water, and finally steam
to power his mills, Arkwright basically invented the modern factory system. Eager to protect the
secret behind its cotton-milling monopoly, however, Great Britain wouldn't allow textile workers
with knowledge of Arkwright's invention to leave the country. In the United States, bounties were
offered for this information. Slater, having memorized the machine's design, snuck out of
England in disguise and brought the secret to America, where he opened the first American
spinning mill in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, in 1790. Slater tempered his sin of industrial theft by
establishing a Sunday school for his workers in 1796, one of the first such programs in the
United States.What Did the Industrial Revolution Have to Do with the Civil War?A militant
Quaker patriot from Rhode Island, Nathanael Greene (1742-1786) was a self-taught general
who became one of George Washington's most trusted lieutenants. (Washington wanted
Greene to replace him if he were ever killed or captured.) Greene had been at Boston's Battle of
Breed's Hill and said memorably of that costly British victory, “I wish we could sell them another
hill at the same price.” After taking command of an army in the South, Greene enjoyed significant
successes, and following the war he was given three valuable estates confiscated from Tories
(Americans who were loyal to the king) in gratitude for his service. It was at one of these,
Mulberry Grove on the Savannah River in Georgia, that a young Yale graduate arrived in 1793 to
visit the overseer of the plantation, now in the hands of Greene's widow, Catherine, one of
Washington's favorite dancing partners.Planning to work nearby as a tutor, Eli Whitney
(1765-1825) was intrigued when a group of planters discussed the difficulty of separating the
seeds from the cotton fiber. Working all day, a slave could clean about a pound of cotton. This
laborious process kept cotton from becoming a major cash crop for plantation owners at a time
when the new mills of New England were demanding more. According to the legend, Whitney
put his mind to it and invented a cotton engine (shortened to gin) that could clean cotton fifty
times faster than by hand.While Whitney clearly produced this machine, he apparently didn't just
imagine it out of thin air. According to Richard Shenkman's Legends Lies & Cherished Myths of



American History, “The cotton gin was invented in Asia and perfected in Santo Domingo in the
1740's—half a century before Whitney produced his gin. The Santo Domingo gin was crude but
effective….The Santo Domingo gin, however, did not work on the slippery seeds of American
cotton. That was where Whitney came in. His gin was effective on American cotton.”In a way it's
appropriate, then, that even though Whitney received a patent in 1794, he never profited greatly
from his “invention.” So simple to duplicate, the machine was widely pirated. Far beyond legend,
though, is the impact of the machine on the future of the Deep South and the course of
American history.Cotton can't grow anywhere. It needs about two hundred consecutive days
without frost and about twenty-four inches of rain—conditions that the Deep South could ideally
provide. Even though Whitney's machine revolutionized the processing of picked cotton, planting
and picking it was still backbreaking, tedious work. Sounds like a perfect job for slaves!In 1790,
the year Slater set up shop in New England, about 3,000 bales of cotton (a bale weighed about
five hundred pounds) were produced in the United States. By 1801 the number of bales
produced with the spread of the cotton gin had risen to 100,000; after the disruptions of the War
of 1812, production reached 400,000 bales by 1820, then surged even further, reaching 4 million
bales just before the Civil War. The leading product of the United States during the first half of
the nineteenth century, cotton exports exceeded the value of all other American exports
combined. Cotton was king!To keep the king on top of the hill, plantation owners needed two
things: more workers and more land. The slave system had been dying out because the
Protestant work ethic was alive in America and favored free—more accurately, cheap—labor.
Admittedly, there was also some moral discomfort over the obvious contradiction between the
new nation's ideals and the inhumane system of slavery. Fear as well was a big factor in the
temporary decline of slavery. Many white Americans were afraid that the slaves, who were being
bred so successfully, might eventually overwhelm the white population as they had done in the
French Caribbean colony of St. Domingue. In addition, the recognition that the slave trade was
scheduled to die in 1808 (as part of the original constitutional compromise) suggested that
slavery was headed for extinction, just as Jefferson and Washington had hoped.But the cotton
gin and the demands of the northern factories changed everything. The boom in cotton exports
created a drastic need for labor, so overnight a dying vampire came back to life, sustained by
human blood. In 1790 America's first official census counted 697, 897 slaves. By 1810—two
years after the foreign slave trade was banned—their number had grown by 70 percent, to
1,191,354. During the next fifty years, that number would more than triple to the 3,953,760
slaves counted in the 1860 census. American slaves were capable of reproducing even faster
than they could be shipped in from Africa.The other part of the equation—more land—was easy
too. North America was a pretty big place. And that's where Jefferson comes in again.What Did
the Louisiana Purchase Have to Do with the Civil War?A little revolution can be a dangerous
thing. Like a bad cold, it can be contagious. First the Americans had their rebellion. Then the
ideas of liberty and equality caught hold in France, where the head cold became virulent
pneumonia, particularly for members of the ruling class. Of course, the guillotine was remarkable



for clearing the sinuses. From France, the Revolutionary Flu spread to the colony of St.
Domingue, on the Caribbean island Christopher Columbus called Hispaniola. There, slaves
inspired by the American and French examples had taken over, made it the second republic in
the Western Hemisphere (and the first run by blacks), and eventually renamed it Haiti, its original
Arawak name.Then in 1802 France—now under Napoleon Bonaparte—sent an army to its
former colony to put down the slave rebellion and retake the island. France's North American
property, the Louisiana Territory, could serve as the breadbasket for Napoleon's European
armies. Originally settled by the French in the early eighteenth century, the huge province of
Louisiana was passed to Spain in 1763 at the end of the Seven Years' War (a.k.a. the French
and Indian War). Under a secret treaty, Louisiana was returned to France in 1800 with the
provision that if France ever gave it up, Spain would get the territory back. But France held the
territory in name only; to control it meant an armed occupation.Before he could launch a North
American offensive, Napoleon needed an army base, and the former French colony of
Hispaniola would make a convenient jumping-off point for North America. But first there was the
problem of Toussaint-Louverture, the former carriage driver who had led the slaves in
overthrowing the French.Secretly, President Jefferson began to prepare for a possible war with
France, but he wanted to try diplomacy first, so he sent James Monroe to assist Robert
Livingston, the American envoy in Paris, in negotiating a deal. Jefferson hoped to purchase parts
of either Louisiana or Florida or, at the very least, to guarantee the right of Americans to continue
doing business in New Orleans. But the notion of buying this territory was never in Jefferson's
mind. Then the French army sent to St. Domingue was wiped out in 1802 by a combination of
yellow fever and Toussaint-Louverture's army. With a war against England looming, Napoleon
knew that holding on to Louisiana would be a costly drain. France would have to defend the
territory against a likely attack from the British, moving south from Canada. Strapped for cash,
Napoleon decided to concentrate his energies in Europe, putting aside any dreams for North
America. The French offer to the Americans was unexpected and dramatic: all of Louisiana or
nothing. Jefferson jumped at the chance.In other words, Jefferson's greatest presidential
accomplishment might not have happened without Toussaint-Louverture and the rebel slaves of
Haiti. The price for the entire Louisiana Territory was fixed at $15 million, about four cents an
acre. Although Jefferson doubted the constitutionality of his actions, he pressed ahead, and in
1803 the United States more than doubled in size. An area of more than 800,000 square miles
was added overnight. It was enough land to create eventually all or parts of Arkansas, Missouri,
Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Kansas, Louisiana,
Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado.Suddenly the question of more land for growing cotton had
become academic. Of course, there was a slight problem: the Indians already living there.
Jefferson idealistically thought the Indians might be “educated” to give up their traditional way of
life and adapt to farming and trading. But the next few presidents, including the Indian fighter
Andrew Jackson, had their own agendas for the Indians. It wasn't going to be a pretty
picture.Further, all this new territory to slice, dice, and redecorate in red, white, and blue bunting



posed another problem. Where all the new states to be carved out of the Louisiana Territory
going to permit slavery when they entered the Union? A lot of people said, “I don't think so.”The
Northwest Ordinance, used previously to admit new states, had expressly prohibited slavery; the
argument went that the Founding Fathers must have been opposed to the expansion of slavery
into any new state. The slaveholders argued that the Constitution talked about ending the slave
trade, but it stopped short of restricting slavery itself. And in the three-fifths rule the Constitution
seemed to clearly recognize the legitimacy of slavery. Besides, said the slavery supporters, the
Constitution reserves certain powers to the states, meaning that the people in each state had
the right to choose for themselves. Finally, the Fourth Article in the Bill of Rights protected
“property,” a category that included slaves. Braced by these legalistic arguments, cotton planters
were quick to leave their worn-out land—cotton is hard on soil—and move west to the new lands
of the Louisiana Purchase, bringing with them slaves by the hundreds of thousands.PRELUDE
TO THE CIVIL WAR: 1790-18201790December In Pawtucket, Rhode Island, the first American
cotton mill begins to turn out yarn using new “Arkwright machines,” once a closely held British
industrial secret. Operated by children as young as four years old, the machines outproduce
adult manual labor, marking the onset of the Industrial Revolution in America and increasing the
demand for cotton.The first official census mandated by Congress, for the purpose of
establishing the number of each state's delegates to the House of Representatives, shows a
total population of 3,929,625. This includes 697,624 slaves (and 59,557 free
blacks).1791December 15 The Bill of Rights, the first ten amendments to the Constitution, is
ratified.Following a slave revolt on the island of St. Domingue (modern Haiti) led by Francois
Dominique Toussaint-Louverture (1743-1803), France abolishes slavery on the island in 1794. In
1801 Toussaint-Louverture liberates the island from the French and becomes its ruler. Captured
and later killed by the French, he is succeeded by General Jean-Jacques Dessalines
(1758-1806), who proclaims a republic named Haiti in 1804 and declares himself emperor.
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James Forrester, “Well Done. After Reconstruction, the Jim Crow south went on a disinformation
campaign to produce a revisionist history of the CivilWar, calling it variously the "War Between
the States," and the "War of Northern Aggression," with the point of succession being states
rights.The author takes on this bunk by producing a compressed but thorough history of racism
and slavery in America beginning with the colonial period, showing how the "peculiar institution"
warped the nation's values from its birth to slavery's demise in 1865. He makes clear the point:
No slavery, no Civil War.The major battles and campaigns (and some minor ones) are part of the
narrative, but never are the main threads of racism and slavery lost.This is a relatively quick read
and a good place to start educating oneself about the Civil War.”

Richard Ballard, “Explains economic modern warfare. I have read several of the author's other
books (History, Geography and Bible); I consider Kenneth C. Davis a fair author. I wanted
additional information about The War Between The States, and I looked to this book for
information. The most value I got from this book was an understanding of economic warfare: the
Union had a greater population, better infrastructure (factories and railroads) and a bigger
treasury; while the Confederacy had better leadership and motivated troops. The Union used a
strategy of impoverishment (port blockades, control the Mississippi River, and Sherman's
incendiary march to the sea) that eroded the Confederacy's ability to resist. This historical
accounting helps me understand economic modern warfare [e.g., against North Korea,
(currently changing) Cuba and (under reexamination) Iran].”

Patricia Wilson, “Facts I bet you didn't know.. I was fascinated by the in-depth history contained
in this book. The most understandable written history of the Civil War you will ever find.arranged
in a fashion that could easily be a textbook of history it presents thought provoking timelines.I
love this book and it's for anyone who wants to know the actual truth about America's Greatest
Conflict.As usual, happy reading.”

Ray, “Introducing: The Civil War!. This four hour audio reading of "Don't Know Much About the
Civil War" has a silly title, but a surprisingly rich amount of introductory information surrounding
this central event in American History. The audio book is an edited version of the original written
text of Kenneth Davis, but is quite wide in scope, covering events preceding, during, and
subsequent to the actual war. The format is a semi-Socratic question/answer format, with
excellent readers who keep the pace brisk and the text animated with practiced speaking skills.
Although the entire work is good, of particular note is the content covering the background and
causes of the Civil War, which provides a rich discussion of the period from the American
Revolution all the way to the taking of Ft. Sumter.An easy recommend for any middle school or
high school student wishing to learn about the Civil War in an engaging audio format, don't be
surprised if you find yourself listening and learning new things surrounding this key period in



American History.”

Boomer, “Full of great information about the Civil War that you were never taught in school. I love
the "Don't Know Much About..." books and this is another fine example. Full of great information
about the Civil War that you were never taught in school. This is a great book for students,
enthusiasts, or just those curious about this dark time in US history. I got this book before going
to Gettysburg with the Boy Scouts, and had plenty of good information to share with the boys
while we were there.”

Randall J. Knox, “Well worth the the time spent!. A well researched and well presented view of
the slow-motion crash and nightmarish bloodbath the Civil War was. There are quite a few errors
(wrong word and other typographical mistakes). A good and captivating read!”

Chuck Lambert, “Great Read. I found out many things that I did not know before and had false
facts I had previously believed shown to be false. As an aficionado of Civil War history I was very
pleased with this book.”

mubx6, “Civil War not for children. I purchased this book "Don't Know Much About The Civil War"
for my ten-year old great-grandson since I had also ordered "Don't Know Much About The
Presidents" and "About the Pilgrims". The latter books were written for kids his age and he has
enjoyed them. But the Don't Know Much About the Civil War book is definitely for more mature
readers.  It was not a total loss because my 82-year old husband has read and enjoyed it.”

P. Mellor, “Superb book. This book is written in a very fluent way, that makes it a joy to read, and
teaches you on the subject in a manner that is enjoyable.”

Charles Bell, “Five Stars. very good.”

The book by Kenneth C. Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 195 people have provided feedback.
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